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Brother Smith was a skilled tradesmen, excellent at his craft, diligent and trustworthy. He
was liked by all and treated everyone with respect. Brother Smith was a proud family man,
married 32 years with three children and two grandchildren. Life was good. Then tragedy
struck with the sudden loss of a family member and the
terminal illness of another. The once dedicated employee
“Life was good.
and proud family man became a shell of himself, spiraling
Then tragedy
into darkness. He isolated himself from family and shut out
struck...”
his co-workers. He began drinking excessively to mask the
pain.
Brother Smith was fortunate as he was a longtime union member of IUOE Local 772 and
help was on the way. The union and his brothers at work took him under their wings counseled him, cared for him, arranged professional help and covered for him on the job.
Despite our best efforts our first attempt failed when tragedy struck again. Brother Smith hit
rock bottom, lost his license which could have jeopardized his employment. But just as we
had done years previously, the union and its members stepped up and came to his rescue.
We hear the military motto all the time, "never leave a soldier behind". Well the same is true
for the IUOE, "never leave a member behind"! The seriousness of Brother Smith's situation
had escalated. We needed to arrange transportation to work. But once one hurdle was
cleared, another one appeared - he was now drinking on the job. His safety and the safety of
others became of paramount importance. Before we could act an incident occurred, serious
in nature with grave consequences to the employer. Our once
(continued on page 2)
valuable, diligent, trustworthy, well-liked co-worker was terminated.
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NEVER LEAVE A MEMBER BEHIND (continued)
With his life already in turmoil this could have been the last straw. He was abandoned by
his family, isolated from friends and unemployed. His job, his co-workers, his union were all
he had but now that too was gone, or so he thought.
The IUOE enacted its motto, "never leave a member behind". We challenged the
termination, sought professional help for Tim and ensured he was not alone. Brother Smith
was reinstated with pay. Brother Smith was admitted to Homewood in Guelph for addiction
treatment which ultimately was paid for by the employer.
Brother Smith even received family counseling and the union helped bridge the divide with
his surviving children. How was all this possible? The union and his brothers convinced
him after years and years of not giving up to say these words - "Hi my name is Tim Smith
and I'm an alcoholic". With that, help was on its way.
Today Brother Smith is a survivor. He has returned to a productive life as a diligent, skilled
tradesmen and more importantly a proud family man, reunited with his children and
grandchildren. Brother Smith acknowledges how fortunate he was and is to be a member
of the IUOE Local 772. He praises everyone's efforts on his behalf and for never giving up
on him. He has been sober for three years and says he owes a debt of gratitude to his
union. He often says, "where would I be if I worked non-union?" To which he rhetorically
replies, "likely not on this earth"!
Brother Tim Smith now says, "Hi, my name is Tim Smith. I'm an alcoholic and a proud
member of IUOE Local 772."
This is one member's story. Hopefully it moved you to understand the value of your union!
Hope you had an enjoyable and relaxing summer with family and friends?
In Solidarity,

Greg Hoath

“With all their faults, trade unions have done more for
humanity than any other organization of men that ever
existed. They have done more for decency, for honesty, for
education, for the betterment of the race, for the
developing of character in men, than any other association
of men.” — Clarence Darrow
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2016 IN THE GTA
IUOE SUCCESSES


Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre– wages market adjustment



Maple Leaf Foods– wages market adjustment



Scotia Plaza Management – 1st agreement



WSIB battle – 8+ years & member got his money



Successor Rights entrenched with third-party contractors



Successful outcomes for members subjected to management abuse

OPERATING ENGINEER STUDENT CARDS
The Local has been offering special student membership cards to Operating Engineer
apprentices hired by our employers as a marketing strategy to increase awareness.

NATIONAL TRAINING FUND
We have been working on proposal for funding of equipment / labs for Operating Engineers
training at various colleges.

ORGANIZING


Waste recycling facility – 78 employees



Chartwell Retirement Residences



University of Waterloo – Engineers



Textile industry – Maintenance & Engineers – 27 employees

ORGANIZE!

CHALLENGES







Denial of WSIB claims at the Board has become much more strict in recent years.
There is a definite lack of Membership engagement as the only concern seems to be with
increasing wages. There is little long-term perspective and things like Local legal costs aren’t
understood.
IUOE has a campaign underway to defeat the Trans Pacific Partnership as foreign workers
would have easy access to Canadian jobs. Read more on page 4.
The defined benefit pension plan for our members is under attack at Canadian Nuclear
Laboratory in Chalk River. Lobbying efforts are underway with the Federal government in an
attempt to maintain the current Public Service Pension Defined Benefits plan.
(continued on page 4)
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2016 IN THE GTA
GRIEVANCES AND ARBITRATIONS


City of Hamilton Wastewater Treatment Plant – new arbitrations: contracting out, bargaining
unit work, overtime entitlement (4); suspension for traffic accidents; success rate remains at
about 80% - update: only 1 proceeded & Union successful; others awarded.



New driving policy – contradicts CBA, other Unions accepted.



Human Rights – grievances for harassment, discrimination & accommodation.



Scotia Plaza Management – harassment complaint – supervisor terminated; Bargaining unit
work, jurisdiction of work, Recall Rights.



Sunnybrook – improper awarding of Lead Hand position – overturned and member
compensated.



Ferrero – Overtime arbitration, Criminal Records Check – no bona fide reason.

INTEREST ARBITRATIONS
Monetary freezes remain problematic; achieving “silent letters” to provide greater benefit to
IUOE Engineer units; UHN proceeding.

NEGOTIATIONS


Global Spectrum Facilities Management – 2.3% per year, 4 years, benefit improvements,
successor protections, no concessions.



Pilkington – good news story - near closure, almost full recovery without member concessions
– 1.5% per year, pension enhancements.



North York General Hospital – standard hospital settlement 1.4% per year on par with ONA.



Coppley – highest increase in corporation 2.5%.



Sodexo – strike/lockout position, unanimous strike mandate.



Brookfield Johnson Controls – new classification structure, some red circling for 1 year,
licensed based wage rates with potential for 8% increase above 2% ATB.



Global/Carmens – anticipated concessions but settlement was improvements only – 8% over
4 years.

OUTSTANDING
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University Health Network (UHN) – Toronto Western – Interest Arbitration
(continued on page 5)

2016 IN THE GTA
(continued from page 4)

MISCELLANEOUS



Working on potential OE training for Aboriginals – require labour force for new buildings in the
far north.



Supporting Pipelines, supporting our IUOE brothers & sisters – participation in the member
survey.
(continued on page 6)

Racing to the bottom—the situation in which companies and
countries try to compete with each other by cutting wages and
living standards for workers, and the production of goods is
moved to the place where the wages are lowest and the
workers have the fewest rights.

A research paper in the Journal of Development Economics comparing
labour rights looked at data for 135 countries over 18 years. It focuses
on
measures
such
as
w h e t h e r
workers
can
bargain collectively, the right to protest
and the elimination of all forms of forced
labour.
Some results are rather unsurprising:
 countries with better civil liberties
tend to have higher labour standards.
 countries in the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), which are
richer, do better than those outside.
But other results in the paper are
alarming. During the 1980s and 1990s,
the labour-rights index fell precipitously
(see the blue line on the chart to the right). The authors reckon this is down to competition for
foreign direct investment. There is evidence of between-country competition and a ripple effect.

If the labour standards across all other countries decline, those of the excepted
country also tend to fall. The regressions also show that membership in the World Trade

Organization, a multilateral institution which aims to promote trade, leads to a lower labourrights index. But the race to the bottom operates more subtly than most people suppose. The
regressions suggest that while countries do compete with each other by instituting laws that are
unfriendly to workers, such competition is not that pronounced. The real problem is that
countries compete by enforcing labour laws less vigorously than they might—leading
to increases in violations of labour rights prescribed in local laws.
— The Economist, November 27, 2013
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2016 IN THE GTA

(continued from page 5)

THE TRANS PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
We have been looking for opportunities to highlight our webpage and promote our opposition
to the TPP. General President Callahan authorized a digital campaign opposing the Trans
Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP). We have created a website http://engineersaction.ca/
to coincide with the Prime Minister’s State visit with President Obama in Washington, D.C.
The IUOE has also developed a unique campaign to bring attention to our website during the
State visit. We have created a couple of digital web banners which will target a Canadian
audience in Washington, DC (see below). We will be micro-targeting the Canadian Embassy
and other key locations in Washington to drive traffic to the website. The website will be
maintained and updated until the Canadian Government makes a final decision on the TPP.
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IF PASSED, THE TPP WOULD:
expand powers for corporations to attack our
environmental and health safeguards,
make it easier for big corporations to ship our jobs
overseas, pushing down our wages and increasing
income inequality,
flood our country with unsafe imported food,
sneak in threats to internet freedom,
increase the cost of medicines by giving big
pharmaceutical corporations new monopoly rights to
keep lower cost generic drugs off the market,
ban policies needed to create green jobs,
and undermine human rights.
- The Public Citizen

2016 IN OTTAWA
CHANTECLER WINDOWS
AND DOORS – COMPANY CLOSURE
With a notice to employees on a Friday that their place of work was
permanently closed as of Monday and to not show up for work,
approximately 55 members found themselves out of work. Is this a
closure or bankruptcy is yet to be confirmed. Many of our members
were employed with this firm since 1967, the majority were
employees with this Company for most of their work life.

Lynda Cloutier
Business Agent (Ottawa)

Finding yourself out of work and of a mature age has been extremely difficult. Employers are
not keen on hiring a mature employee even though they are experienced and have a very high
level of skills to offer. The Local contacted the pension carrier for those members who opted
to be part of the individual contribution pension plan to ensure they received the required
documentation to transfer any pension amounts. We also assisted this membership to seek
out resources for employment, retirement and employment insurance. For many, a second
career is not an option.
The Local grieved the fact that the employees were not provided with a notice period as per
applicable Quebec legislation, and bargaining unit work is allegedly continuing to be
performed, items sold off and deliveries performed by the remaining Management staff.
Grievances are being scheduled for Arbitration.
In the meantime, we wish the Members and their families all the best in their future
endeavours and are ready to help where we can.

CNL PENSION LOBBYING AND NEW HIRE TEMPORARY
PENSION AGREEMENT
The Local with the assistance of Steven Schumann, IUOE Director of Government Affairs, has
reached out to Union colleagues at CNL to lobby the Government on the issue of maintaining
the employee’s current defined benefit pension plan. Under the terms of the contract for the
administration and operation of this nuclear site, called a GOCO Model (Government Owned
Company Operated), the current plan will end in September 2018.
This will be the only Federal Government institution whereby employees will not belong to the
government defined pension plan. Interestingly enough, the majority of politicians we met
with were not aware of the above on the pension being eliminated nor the GOCO model or
agreement. We will continue to lobby the Government for our members defined benefit
pension plan.
(continued on page 8)
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2016 IN OTTAWA
(continued from page 7)
CNL PENSION LOBBYING AND NEW HIRE TEMPORARY PENSION AGREEMENT (CONTINUED)

Follow-up on our lobbying efforts is being planned and we have informed the Government that
with two years before the deadline date, to end the current pension plan. We will continue our
lobbying efforts for our members. The Government has the time to overturn this
decision. Other Unions on-site have approached us to join our lobbying efforts.
In the meantime, IUOE took the lead in bargaining and agreed to temporarily place our newest
members in a pension plan with Manulife. The plan is the same for non-union employees. This
ensures our newest members have a pension option while we continue our efforts to
maintain the current Federal Government Defined Pension Plan or another plan for all
employees.

CANADIAN BANKNOTE FIRE
The Company was established in 1897 and prints currency, postage stamps and passports.
We represent Bindery II, the Bookbinders Guild, Engineers & HVAC and Security Agents at
CBN.
“On June 25th at approximately 02:40am CBN experienced a fire in one of our 12 unit offset
KBA presses. CBN’s Security Agents quickly jumped into action; they ensured the entire
building had been safety evacuated and all sensitive product had been secured. When the
fire department arrived the security team provided them with the blueprints to the building,
the MSDS information for the area in question and escorted them to the area where the fire
originated. Their quick actions surely helped ensure the damage to the building was kept to a
minimum. We are very proud of the professional team of Security Agents we have working for
us and would like to commend them for a job well done.” (Thomas Raine, Executive Director
of Security).
As a precaution, the company had members checked by healthcare professionals. Our
member’s workplace closed for a brief period of time for clean-up.

LTD AND WSIB
We are actively working on long term disability and Workplace Safety and Insurance Board
cases.
When members are denied LTD from their insurance carrier, the Local will assist and provide
guidance. We may require a discussion with the insurance carrier which needs a signed
authorization from the member to give us authorization. A letter is then sent to appeal a
denial of benefits and any supporting documentation that is from the member’s respective
medical professional. A member can appeal an insurance carrier’s (continued on page 9)
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2016 IN OTTAWA
(continued from page 8)

LTD AND WSIB (CONTINUED)

decision to deny benefits multiple times especially when testing and medical treatment is
ongoing. For each appeal, it is imperative that the member’s medical professionals provide
test results and supporting evidence of a medical condition and very specific details, reports
and/or letters to the insurance carrier.
When a member is denied WSIB, authorization is required by the Local to enable us to speak
to the respective case worker. We again provide guidance and assist for the member to
pursue an appeal to the decision made by WSIB.

CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS UNDERWAY


University of Ottawa – Group A – ongoing negotiations



Queensway Carleton Hospital – contract opening September 2016

UPCOMING CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS—2017


Almonte General Hospital



Bruyère Continuing Care – 3 year opener



Carleton Place Hospital



Canadian Bank Note – Bindery II



Canadian Bank Note – Security Agents



Heritage Manor – Chartwell Homes



Hillel Lodge, Group A & C



Kemptville District Hospital



Morguard Investment Limited
I’LL REVIEW YOUR
PROPOSALS AND GIVE
YOU COMMENTS THIS
AFTERNOON.

(continued on page 10)
NO YOU WON’T. YOU’LL
READ ONE ARTICLE THEN
TELL ME YOU HAVE TO DO
RESEARCH SO YOU CAN
POSTPONE DEALING WITH
IT.

THEY KNOW
ABOUT PLAN “A”.
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2016 IN OTTAWA
(continued from page 9)

NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENTS
Canadian Bank Note – Operating Engineers
Wages: 2%, 2%, 2%. Shift premium increased to $1.50/hr. All CBN Engineers and HVAC
Technician for both locations now in IUOE Jurisdiction. Term: 3 years.
Canadian Nuclear Laboratories
Wages: 1.5%, 1.5%. Meal allowance - $14.00, 2017 - $15.00. Hot Skills – Powerhouse, 3rd
class Operating Engineers with greater than 2 years experience receive an annual lump
sum of $7,500 each April, $5,000 as a one time bonus upon successful completion of a
2nd class certification, 2nd class wage adjustment to higher wage level. Hoisting Engineers
– defined jurisdiction and moved to higher wage level. Term: 2 years.
Natrel
Wages: 2%, 2%, 2%, 2.15% and 2.10. Language: grievance and
representation, contracting out and shift change. Increased: Meal
allowance, premium and benefits, without concessions. Term: 5
years.
Queensway Carleton Hospital
Wages: 1.4% 2015/16. Paid lunch period. Term: 1 year.
University of Ottawa – Group B
Wages: 1.5%, 1.9%, 1.7%. Compressed 36 or 40 hour work week. Safety glasses and lens
up to $250/2 yrs. Mandatory Life and Dependent Life insurance- 100%. Long Term
Disability – basic plan 60% indexed at CPI with a maximum of 1% - 100% University paid
with options of top up. Term: 3 years.
YMCA-YWCA
Wages: 2%, 2%. Definitions for hours of work for Full-Time, Part-Time and Casual and
collective agreements merged together. Safety work boots- $225 annually. New Maintenance on standby - $1.25 per hour. New Maintenance and Equipment Technician
position and representation at all YMCA locations. Term: 2 years.

“The only effective answer to organized greed is
organized labor.” — Thomas Donahue
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THE AMERICAN “RIGHT-TO-WORK”
The so-called “Right-To-Work” legislation recently
implemented in the United States has proven harmful to
just about everyone involved.
RIGHT-TO-WORK IS WRONG FOR WORKERS
These laws drive down wages for all workers, including nonUnion members, women, and ethnic groups. Workers living in
Right-To-Work states earn about $1,500 less per year than
workers in states without these laws. The wage penalty is
even higher for women and ethnic groups. Workers in Right-To
-Work states are less likely to have health insurance. The rate
of employer-sponsored health insurance for workers in Right-ToWork states is 2.6 percentage points lower than in states without
these restrictions. Right-To-Work makes workplaces more dangerous.
According to data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the rate of workplace deaths is
higher in Right-To-Work states.

RIGHT-TO-WORK IS WRONG FOR BUSINESSES
Right-To-Work laws do not improve business conditions in participating states and is not
a deciding factor in where businesses locate. High-tech companies that provide goodpaying jobs favour states where Unions have a strong presence because Unions provide
a high-skilled workforce and decrease turnover.

RIGHT-TO-WORK IS WRONG FOR THE ECONOMY
Communities lose jobs when wages are lowered by Right-To-Work. The Economic Policy
Institute estimates that for every $1 million in wage cuts, the local economy sheds six
jobs. Also, Right-To-Work does not improve the employment rate. In fact, seven of the 11
states with the highest unemployment rates have Right-To-Work laws on the books.
According to a report from Ohio University, these laws actually led to a decrease in
employment in certain industries.

RIGHT-TO-WORK PROPONENTS ARE WRONG
Supporters hide behind the claim that Right-To-Work protects workers who don’t want to
join a Union or agree with a Union’s politics but federal labor law already protects
workers who don’t want to join a Union or make political contributions!

Right-To-Work’s true purpose is to hurt the ability of Unions to advocate for all
workers and remove the check on corporate greed.
We must be very careful not to allow similar legislation in Canada!
- excerpts from Jobs With Justice
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GREAT NEWS!
GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCES IMPROVEMENTS TO CPP
Recently, after years of lobbying, the federal government announced an expansion of
the Canada Pension Plan (CPP). The proposed expansion of the CPP is welcome,
despite falling short of union's goal to double CPP benefits. This CPP increase will help
our hard working IUOE members and all Canadians in providing more income security when they
retire. The Finance Minister recently agreed to raise CPP benefits to replace the 33% of preretirement earnings up to a maximum of $82,700. Currently, CPP benefits replace 25% of preretirement earnings and only to a maximum of $54,900. This announcement also will save our
members thousands of dollars in unnecessary payments that were proposed under an Ontario
Pension Plan - a plan that would have very limited benefit to you but we would have all been
required to pay into. With this announcement, most IUOE members will enjoy hundreds of
additional monthly benefits upon retirement! We will continue our lobbying efforts in an attempt
to reach the goal of doubling the CPP for future retirees—just another example of what your
Union, the IUOE, and the labour movement in general fights for daily and accomplishes with little
fanfare!

BILL C-377 REPEALED
The union finance disclosure bill, which would impose heavy reporting requirements,
require more staffing and drive up dues rates has been repealed by the Trudeau
government.

BILL C-525 REPEALED
The dubiously entitled Employees’ Voting Rights Act would have required stricter
certification rules and would have allowed for easier decertification has been repealed
by the Trudeau government.

IUOE MEMBERS WIN UNITED WAY BRONZE AWARD
Members at the City of Hamilton Woodward Avenue Wastewater Treatment Plant,
Macassa Lodge and Wentworth Lodge have been awarded the United Way Bronze
award for 2015 for outstanding service to the people of the Hamilton-area community.

FORT MCMURRAY DISASTER RELIEF
IUOE Local 772 has made a significant donation to assist IUOE Local 955
Edmonton. Funds have been provided directly to IUOE members in the aftermath of the
Fort McMurray wildfire and evacuation. Thank you very much to our members,
the Executive Board members and one of our employers, Global Spectrum Facility
Management for their generosity in this difficult time.
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MORE GREAT NEWS!
IUOE ENGINEER RAISES FUNDS FOR CANCER RESEARCH
Allan Hager, Maintenance Engineer at the University of Ottawa does his part in raising
money for cancer research. Besides giving all his hair, a pizza lunch
with the Engineers also raised money in support of Allan shaving it all
LOOKIN’
off. In total, over $30,000 was raised at the University!

GOOD!

UPCOMING GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
The General Membership meeting took place Sunday October 2nd, 2016 at the Local’s Head
Office at 1030 Upper James Street, Unit 401 in Hamilton. The meeting was open to all IUOE
Local 772 members and was an opportunity to learn about the Local’s initiatives and business
strategy for the next six months.

UPCOMING STEWARD TRAINING
The IUOE Local 772 Ottawa office will be hosting Steward Training Saturday May 27, 2017 and
Sunday May 28, 2017. This training is available to new Shop Stewards or Stewards who have not
yet attended. Find the application form at http://iuoe772.org/news or call 613-748-0546
(Ottawa office) or 905-527-5250 (Hamilton office) for details.

NEW IUOE LOCAL 772 EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS
IUOE Local 772 is pleased to welcome new Executive Board members for the period of 20162020: Edward Chung, Richard Chung, Curtis Dinsmore, Samik Doshi, Jason Fox, Zoran
Milovanovic and Ian Murray. Welcome and thank you very much for your contributions!

B E S U R E TO C HE C K O U R W E B S IT E FO R T H E LAT E ST N E WS AN D U P DAT ES !

www.iuoe772.org
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MY UNION STORY
by Calvin - Building Service Technician
This goes back a few years but not too many. It began how most certifications begin I guess, with
an unfair employer or management treatment. There was a time at my present employer when
staff were all unionized except our positions. Regardless of my efforts, the union representing
staff along with management refused to unionize our positions even though the position
qualified 100%. I gave up after some time because it became a tiring effort.
Months later, the environment changed and once again due to issues with management, I tried
to get the positions certified. I contacted the union in-house at the time and a representative
informed me that the employer sought to unionize my colleagues with the same positions at
another site but not the ones at our site. Well, I was shocked and confused at the same time!
Little did I know but finally figured out that the manager wanted to give his staff members
seniority over us. When their location was decommissioned, they would have seniority over us
and we would be unemployed. I immediately started looking for an organization that would
represent us but I was quickly discouraged and turned away due to the union already present
there and the small number of staff we had to certify.
Well, that’s when I called IUOE and was forwarded to Greg Hoath. I told him my situation and he
answered all my questions patiently over and over again. He
also said IUOE will accept the small number without any
“We wouldn’t be
question. He gave me the confidence to convey the news to my
getting anything if it
colleagues and due to the vulnerabilities we faced, we agreed
wasn’t for the IUOE...“
for Greg to come onsite with the OLRB and vote us into IUOE.
The in-house union present within the organization challenged
IUOE indicating that we are part of their jurisdiction but they failed to win that argument. I had
sensitive requests I conveyed to Greg with regards to protection and other group involvements
within the organization and to this day he has kept his word. In the beginning I had many
repetitive questions and emails and I always receive a timely response from Greg the same day.
I think of all the things Greg has accomplished for us to ensure we are treated fairly. I remember
a time when things were getting out of control with management and Greg sensed my
frustration. He demanded a labour management meeting and helped sort everything out making
us feel empowered and respected in our jobs. I remember all the good IUOE has done these past
few years for my position and security and even monetary increases. I also remember some of
the things we never received but tried real hard to get. We all know we cannot get everything we
ask. Although we all think we should expect more, at least we are getting raises now equal to our
colleagues in the other union. We wouldn’t be getting anything if it wasn’t for the IUOE and the
support from Greg Hoath.
I must say and I will speak for my colleagues as well that my days at work have become a whole
lot more pleasant. Thanks IUOE and thanks Greg for all you’ve done all you continue to do.
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Do you have any good workplace stories or articles that you would like to
share in our next newsletter? Let us know! Email us at
iuoe772hamilton@rogers.com

BOILER ROOM DANGERS LURK
by Scott Bennett – Assistant Shift Engineer, McMaster University
During recent demolition work at the ET Clarke Centre at McMaster University, a fire and
subsequent explosions in the boiler house caused major disruptions in power distribution,
chilled water and steam production on July 7, 2016. A Contractor hired to remove the two
boilers, a 5,000 ton chiller and the long abandoned incinerators in preparation for a CO–GEN
plant installation was in the process of cutting out the
old #2 & #3 boilers inside an enclosure at the ET Clarke
Centre (the main distribution center for steam, chilled
water, compressed air, emergency power and which also
houses campus security and parking services). At
approximately 12:25 P.M., a fire was reported inside the
demolition area. The building was successfully
evacuated as the reported three explosions were heard
inside the demolition area.
The
Hamilton
Fire Department responded and with the help of the
Engineers and the McMaster facility services highvoltage staff Electricians, the high voltage power
services that were in the immediate vicinity of the fire
before the fire services could enter and fight the blaze.
It was 5:00 P.M. before the building was considered safe
for the Engineering staff to enter and assess the
damage. While the fire
was still being contained,
the Engineering staff was not idle. Under the guidance of Chief
Engineer Joe Emberson, an array of Contractors (Electricians, Pipe
Fitters, Welders and Plumbers) was readied and emergency
generators and other necessary supplies were positioned. With
the help of almost every department of the University on hand,
the damage was assessed, orders issued, power restored and the
long cleanup processes was started. By 12:00 A.M., critical
buildings were powered up and with the help of the McMaster
Children’s Hospital, steam and chilled water was being supplied to
some of the campus. Within 48 hours, most major systems were
up and running while repairs continued. Damage to a boiler,
building automation systems, power and steam distribution are
among the major repair work still ongoing. Thankfully there were no injuries to the demolition
team and while the Engineers on duty were in close proximity to the first explosions, there were
no injuries to the McMaster staff.
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A PRIVATE, GLOBAL ‘SUPER COURT'
YOU'VE NEVER HEARD OF IS CHANGING THE WORLD
A little-known international arbitration system is gaining
global power and allowing multinational corporations to
sue entire countries.
The investor-state dispute settlement or ISDS was originally
intended to help international businesses protect their
investments in other countries and in turn encourage
development and more foreign investment. It is part of the fabric
of major international trade agreements like NAFTA and the
proposed Trans-Pacific Partnership.
A Buzzfeed News report features cases involving Egypt, El Salvador
and Indonesia that suggest this "private, global super court" inordinately
benefits corporations to the detriment of developing nations. It even touches on one of Donald
Trump's former business partners who used the system to duck a prison sentence.
One major issue is that this system only works one way: corporations can sue countries, but
governments can't sue the businesses. ISDS rulings are as legally binding as if they were made
by a country's own supreme court, but the proceedings aren't beholden to precedent or public
oversight.
Even the threat of filing an ISDS claim can be enough to push a nation to settle a dispute
because the existence of ISDS cases damages a country's business reputation. For developing
nations that can't afford to lose out on foreign investments, it often isn't worth the risk.
To read the entire article, go to https://www.buzzfeed.com/chrishamby/super-court

ISDS INVOLVEMENT OPENS THE DOOR TO:


foreign companies challenging Canada’s labour laws, including paying their
workers less than minimum wage and not providing safe working conditions



companies suing the government of Canada for perceived interference with
their profitability



companies ignoring environmental regulation



corporate executives avoiding criminal charges
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- CNBC, August 29, 2016

UNION SAVINGS DELIVERS ON SAVINGS FOR UNION MEMBERS
Union Savings has been providing savings to members for many years. Here is an email
exchange between IUOE Local 772 member and Union Savings representative:
Hi, my name is David and I recently purchased travel Insurance negotiated by you on
behalf of affiliates. I had been looking for travel insurance like this for some time and
I am very grateful to have found Union Savings. I’ve already informed my Union
Brothers about it. Keep up the great work! Oh, and I also take advantage of the RBC
negotiated home and auto plan. Recently CAA called and wanted to quote. They
quoted 100% more and were stunned by what I was paying. Again, thanks to Union
Savings! One final thing I am looking to retire in the next two or three years. How can I
maintain my eligibility with Union Savings? Have a great day!
Yours in affiliation,
David O.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hi David,
Thank you for the feedback! The travel insurance program is new so it’s great to hear
that people are taking advantage of the discount. The home and auto insurance is
one of our most popular discounts so I’m happy to hear that you were able to save as
much as you did. Our program is open to family members and retired members so
you will not lose your membership once you retire. Thank you again for your kind
words and please feel free to send me an e-mail if you have any further questions or
comments.
In solidarity,
Vanessa Hunt, Internal Coordinator—Union Savings
416.434.4251 www.unionsavings.ca

Travel Insurance — Health and Dental Insurance — Movers
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WOMAN FIRED FROM WAL-MART
AFTER TRYING TO HELP DOG
The woman who says she was fired from Wal-Mart for
confronting a customer about a dog left in a hot truck
has retained a lawyer.
The worker who worked as a pharmacy technician, told CBC
News she hadn't started working and was sitting in her own
clothes at a table with colleagues outside the Wal-Mart in
Kemptville, Ont., on Tuesday when she spotted a customer
leaving his dog in a parked truck.
She said she confronted him later when he drove up to her
table on the way out of the parking lot. Her manager then
called her into his office later that same day, she said. She
said that after the manager listened to her side of the story
and asked if she would come to him with any problems in the
future — she said she wouldn't because of his earlier inaction
on the same issue — the manager told her she was fired.
When she asked once again to be told why she was fired, he
said she was fired for being rude to a customer.
She said she has retained an employment lawyer, Robert
Monti. Monti said he believes it's a clear case of wrongful
dismissal.
After issuing a statement Tuesday that didn't go into detail
about Cheney's case, Wal-Mart issued another statement
Wednesday: "The associate in question was absolutely not let
go for trying to help a dog in a locked car," the statement
reads. "The decision to dismiss an associate is one that we
take extremely seriously and must follow a comprehensive
process. However, out of respect for the associate and for
privacy reasons we cannot provide specifics about why this
associate was let go." The statement also said Wal-Mart
donates to SPCAs, humane societies and animal shelters, and
that signs will be put up at Wal-Mart stores across Canada
warning customers about the dangers of leaving kids and pets
in hot vehicles.
Cheney, meanwhile, said that she hadn't yet been contacted
by Wal-Mart since she was fired but "It's great that the story's
out there," she said. - CBC News, July 11, 2016
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Wal-Mart is a notoriously
anti-Union company that
has actually cancelled
construction of stores in
pro-Union regions to
prevent
labour
organization
and
infiltration into the
company! In addition:


Walmart hurts local
communities
and
economies
by
reducing the overall
pension and health
care coverage of
residents



the company uses
foreign
l a b o u r,
including child workers



Walmart underpays
women and neglects
pregnant workers



Walmart isn’t a safe
environment
for
employees



the
company is
notorious for wage
theft



Walmart provides poor
healthcare coverage
for workers

DID YOU KNOW?
UNION FACTS


30% of Canadians are in a Union!



Among other things, Unionized employees enjoy
safer working conditions, protection from unfair
dismissal, higher wages and better benefits than
their non-Union peers!



Unions were originally formed to protest unfair
and unsafe conditions, forced the creation of the
minimum wage, maximum 40-hour work weeks
and management accountability!



Organized labour has given us child labour laws,
overtime, the weekend and pension security!

“Without unions, workers will lose many of the
protections against abusive employers. Wages for all
will be depressed, even as corporate profits soar...And
we will have a government of the corporations, by the
already powerful, for the wealthy.” — Kenneth Bernstein

MEMBER GENERAL INFO


When you change your address or e-mail or contact information, let us know! Call us at
1-800-286-0422 or 613-748-0546 or send an email to iuoe772hamilton@rogers.com



When you leave a message, be clear, speak slowly and provide your name, where you work
and the best way to contact you.



If you need to call the Union office, do so before or after work, on your break or at lunch.
Some Employers will discipline members for calling the Union when being paid to be
working.



Let us know of any births, retirements, weddings, etc. Hearing news about our members is
important to us!
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MEMBER’S UPDATE
RETIREES TO DATE 2015—2016


Rigoberto Artola—CBN Bindery II



Dino Beatrice—Global Spectrum



Nellie Beverdam—CBN



Victor Nisbett—CBN Bindery II



Wayne Blinkie—CNL





Vince Cantwell—Global Spectrum
Paul Clarke—City of Hamilton
Water



Al Norbert—CNL
Frank Procter—University of Western
Ontario
Margaret Raymond—Kemptville District
Hospital
Karen Schipper—Kemptville District
Hospital




James (Jim) Duguay—CBN



Kathy Kibbee—CBN



Kevin Leclair—Bruyère Continuing
Care Hospital



Linda McInnes—CBN Bindery II



Ron Narine—Mondelez





Liette Renaud—CBN



Bonnie Waterhouse—Hillel Lodge



Maria Yeong—CBN

IN MEMORIAM
IUOE wishes to extend its condolences to the families of
Local 772 members who have passed away:


Claudette Landry

PLEASE POST ON YOUR UNION BULLETIN BOARD TODAY!
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